Women's water polo defeats Harvard, 9-8, in last quarter

By Buzzy Sawyer
MIT women once again demonstrated their strength in New England water polo, turning in a 4-1 performance at the Harvard Invitational. The highlight of the weekend was the victory over archrival Harvard, in which MIT outscored the Crimson by four goals in the fourth quarter to win by a score of 9-6.

URI proved to be as easy opposition for MIT in the first game of the tournament. MIT took advantage of this situation to give game experience to all of its players. The depth of the squad was clearly demonstrated by the 14 to 7 final score, which included two first-time goals by novice MIT players. The Harvard Crimson team surprisingly challenged the MIT women, but it was unable to withstand MIT's outstanding fourth quarter play. MIT scored the initial goal of the game, but soon lost the lead to a strong Harvard offense. The Tech women rallied through most of the game. Faced with a 7-4 deficit at the end of the third quarter, the MIT coach delivered an exceptional pep talk. Newly inspired, the MIT team scored four unanswered goals to take the lead in the final minutes of the fourth. A strong drive by Harvard tied the game at 8-8, but a remarkable team effort in the final 40 seconds gave Tech an exciting 9-8 win. The victory was MIT's first against Harvard in the Crimson home pool.

MIT woke up Saturday to a fast-winning Brown team. Brown was hot for revenge. Once again, the Tech team was behind for most of the game, but MIT persevered, coming out like a buzzsaw in the fourth quarter to win, 9-7.

Queens College handed the Tech women their only loss so far this season in a close (9-8) game. MIT failed to defend against strong inside drives, which resulted in several goals by the Queens offense. MIT also failed to score on several man-up situations, which cost them an equalizing goal in the final seconds of the game. The two teams have now won one game apiece against the other. MIT and Queens will meet up at least one more time this year at the MIT tournament. Queens College went on to beat Harvard in the deciding match, giving MIT second place for the tournament.

Pitt State forfeited in its final game against Tech, giving the MIT team a 3-1 record for games played at the tournament. MIT's season record stands at 6-1.

The Tech women play in two more tournaments this year, Eastern Regionals at Bucknell University, April 25-26, and the MIT Invitational Tournament, May 1-2 at the Alatinti Pool.

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Buzzy Sawyer is a part-time coaching assistant for the women's water polo club.)

Richard Zermani '87 pitches towards a Suffolk player in Wednesday's game. The Beacons lost, 9-6.
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THE EVENT

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
West Wing Entrance
465 Huntington Avenue

Wed. Apr. 22, 1987
7:00-9:30 pm

Live Music, Performances, and Video Pieces

FINDING AN APARTMENT IN MANHATTAN TAKES THE RIGHT EDUCATION

Get a free copy of "Manhattan Moves"—the insider's guide to finding an affordable apartment in Manhattan.

To welcome potential new residents to the city, and dispel some myths about housing in New York, we have published a book called "Manhattan Moves." It's the ultimate insider's guide to apartment hunting in the Big Apple.

"Manhattan Moves" helps you set your sights on the right type of apartment and location. It takes you on a tour of the city's neighborhoods, introduces you to the available housing, gives you vital facts about transportation, housing laws, renting, sharing, and much more.

The book gives you inside advice on actually finding the apartment you've targeted. It helps you find the hottest listings, tells you how to canvas, and how to select a broker.

Send for a free copy of "Manhattan Moves" today. It won't guarantee you a Manhattan apartment, but it will definitely get you "moving" in the right direction.

TO: MANHATTAN MOVES   235 EAST 59TH STREET. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022
Send me a copy of "Manhattan Moves"—the insider's guide to finding an affordable apartment in Manhattan—free without cost or obligation.

Your Name ___________________________ School ___________________________________

Address __________________________________________________________________________

City State Zip ____________________________________________________________________

Home Address ______________________________________________________________________

City State Zip ____________________________________________________________________

Phone No. _______________________________________________________________________

Or Call Toll Free 1 (800) 247-4041

For New York State: (212) 996-5000